Multistable perception in children: Prefrontal delta oscillations in the developing brain.
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is considered to be the primary source of attentional control during elementary visual processing as exemplified in perceptual ambiguity. Assuming that multistable perception activates a fronto-parietal network, we contrast the results of mature and developing cognitive systems to deduce the developmental status of underlying structures from behavioral performances and functional EEG parameters. We analyzed the topographical distribution, amplitude characteristics and inter-trial variability of a reversal-related delta response that accompanies perceptual switches between the two alternative percepts of an ambiguous motion pattern. Fourteen ten-year old children and an adult control group indicated changes of perceived motion directions by a button-press. EEG was recorded from frontal, central, parietal, and occipital locations of both hemispheres. Behavioral data shows a considerably lower reversal rate within the children sample, suggesting that the related mechanisms are not yet operating on an adult level. In contrast to findings in adults, the involved delta component emerges as part of an unspecific posterior activation, suggesting that a cortical specialization process has not been accomplished yet. On frontal locations the ten-year old children fail to yield a stable component. The synchronized fronto-parietal activity in adults may constitute the result of a specialization process that determined connection patterns and functionally tuned the involved areas. This implies a deficit in timing and temporal sequencing of neuronal activity in children, mainly attributable to a less functional differentiated PFC that has not been fully integrated yet into the cognitive ensemble.